
Reading the Revelation to John 
The Big Picture 
1:1-8: Prologue and opening address 
1:9-3:22: Christ’s address to his churches 
4-5: Jesus’ unlocks the scroll to reveal the destiny

of all humanity
6-7: God’s justice in the seven seals and the

redemption of God’s multi-ethnic people
8-11: God’s justice in the seven trumpets and the

protection of God’s people

12-14: The Conflict of God’s justice and grace
with humanity’s wickedness told in
apocalyptic images

15-16: God’s justice in the seven bowls of wrath
17-18: The fall of Babylon (i.e. Rome) and the

world in opposition to God
19-20: The final battle and Christ’s defeat of evil

and the final judgment
21-22:5: Christ’s return and the new creation
22:6-21: Epilogue and closing address

Historical Background 

 The book is titled in its first sentence: “The revelation from Jesus Christ”. The book aims to disclose and
unveil the unseen spiritual realities that are at work behind the scenes of history and human events. The
revelation consists of symbolic visions that take up imagery and language from the Old Testament read in
light of the story of Jesus. It is a “prophecy” not only as a prediction of future events, but mainly as a story
of human history told from a divine point of view.

 The revelation was given to “John” who could be identified as (1) John the son of Zebedee, known as the
“beloved disciple” and the author of the Gospel of John or (2) “John the elder,” who is otherwise unknown
in the New Testament but known from other evidence in early church history.

 An early church scholar named Irenaeus reported that “John received the revelation almost in our own
time, toward the end of the reign of Domitian” (Against Heresies 5.30.3). The Roman Emperor Domitian
reigned until A.D. 96, and it is likely that the Revelation was received and composed in that era. The letters
to the churches in chs. 2-3 refer to conditions of persecution and hardship similar to those known from
Domitian’s reign.

Challenges of Interpretation [Adapted from the ESV Study Bible©] 
The book of Revelation identifies itself both as “apocalypse” (or “revelation,” 1:1) and as prophecy (1:3; 22:7, 
10, 18, 19; see also 10:11; 22:9). 

“Apocalypse” is derived from the Greek noun apokalypsis, meaning “revelation, disclosure, unveiling”-- that is, 
the disclosure of unseen heavenly or future realities. Jewish apocalyptic literature flourished in the centuries 
following the completion of the OT canon, in part to help the oppressed people of God find purpose in their 
sufferings and hope for their future. Apocalyptic literature inherited and magnified features appearing in such 
OT books as Ezekiel, Daniel, and Zechariah. These features include visions that dramatize the prophet’s 
admission to God’s heavenly council and that convey meaning through symbolism, promising an end-time 
intervention of God to reverse present injustices. 

Yet Jewish apocalyptic literature of the period between the OT and NT differs from OT prophecy in important 
respects. Apocalyptic authors remained anonymous and attributed their works to prominent figures of the 
distant past (e.g., Enoch, Abraham, Moses, Baruch, Ezra), using this literary device (“pseudepigraphy”) to 
invest their message with the weight of antiquity and to suggest that those ancients foretold events in the 
readers’ past and present. Whereas OT prophecy was primarily preached orally and only secondarily 
preserved in writing, apocalyptic works were crafted literary pieces from their inception. Old Testament 
prophecy not only comforted a righteous remnant but also called faithless Israel to repent and anticipated the 
gracious ingathering of Gentiles. Apocalyptic literature, on the other hand, divided humanity into two 
immutable camps: (1) the holy minority who await God’s deliverance, and (2) their persecutors, destined for 



wrath and beyond the reach of redemption. Finally, although OT prophets pointed ahead to the Lord’s future 
coming, they also emphasized his present involvement with his people in their sins and trials; but apocalyptic 
literature saw the present as so pervaded by corruption that no saving work of God could be expected before 
his cataclysmic intervention at the end. 

Like Jewish apocalyptic literature and some OT prophecy, the Revelation to John is imparted in symbolic 
visions and conveyed not in oral preaching but in literary form. Unlike extra-biblical apocalyptic authors, 
however, John writes in his own name, not that of an ancient saint, and he brings a balanced message of 
comfort, warning and rebuke. Because Christ’s death has already won the decisive victory over evil, 
Revelation does not share the pessimism of Jewish apocalyptic literature regarding the present age (transient 
and sin-infected though it is). Rather, Revelation sees believers as conquerors even now through endurance 
under suffering and fidelity to the testimony of Jesus, through which even their persecutors are called to 
salvation through repentance and faith. 
Revelation therefore stands in the apocalyptic “wing” of authentic, divinely inspired prophecy (emphasizing 
visionary experience, symbolism and literary art), along with such NT texts as Jesus’ Olivet Discourse (Mark 
13) and Paul’s discussion of the man of lawlessness (2 Thessalonians 2).

Revelation unveils the unseen spiritual war in which the church is engaged: the cosmic conflict between God 
and his Christ on the one hand, and Satan and his evil allies (both demonic and human) on the other. In this 
conflict, Jesus the Lamb has already won the decisive victory through his sacrificial death, but his church 
continues to be assaulted by the dragon, in its death-throes, through persecution, false teaching and the allure 
of material affluence and cultural approval. By revealing the spiritual realities lying behind the church’s trials 
and temptations during the time between Christ’s first and second comings, and by dramatically affirming the 
certainty of Christ’s triumph in the new heaven and earth, the visions granted to John both warn the church and 
fortify it to endure suffering and to stay pure from the defiling enticements of the present world order. 

Key Themes 

1. Through his sacrificial death, Jesus Christ has conquered Satan, the accuser, and has ransomed people from every
nation to become a kingdom of priests, gladly serving in God’s presence. 1:5, 18; 5:5–10; 12:1–11

2. Jesus Christ is present among his churches on earth through his Holy Spirit, and he knows their trials, triumphs,
and failures. 1:12–3:22

3. World history, including its woes and disasters, is firmly in the control of Jesus, the victorious Lamb. 5:1–8:1

4. God is presently restraining his own wrath and his enemies’ efforts to destroy the church as he patiently gathers his
redeemed people through the testimony that his suffering people proclaim about Jesus. 6:5–11; 7:1–3; 8:6–12;
9:4–6, 18; 11:3–7; 12:6, 13–17

5. Present disasters (war, drought, famine, epidemic disease), though limited in scope by God’s restraint, are
foreshadows and warnings of escalating judgments to come. 6:3–16; 8:6–13; 11:13; 16:1–21; 20:11–15

6. By maintaining their faithful testimony to the death, believers in Jesus will conquer both the dragon and the beast.
The martyrs’ victory, now hidden, will be manifest in their vindication at Christ’s return. 2:10–11, 26–29; 3:11–
13; 6:9–11; 7:9–17; 11:7–12, 17–18; 12:10–11; 14:1–5; 15:2–4; 20:4–6

7. Satan attacks the church’s perseverance and purity through violent persecution, through deceptive teaching, and
through affluence and sensual pleasure. 2:1–3:22; 13:1–18; 17:1–18:24

8. At the end of the age, the church’s opponents will intensify persecution, but Jesus, the triumphant Word of God, will 
defeat and destroy all his enemies; the old heaven and earth, stained by sin and suffering, will be replaced by the
new heaven and earth; and the church will be presented as a bride in luminous purity to her husband, the Lamb.
16:12–16; 19:11–21; 20:7–22:5
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